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November Issue – 2019EDITORIAL
This is the  last Newsletter of a very full year and how better than 
to open it with gratitude for all your participation and interest in the 
ASWC (wherever you may live)  and for your deeds of service that 
have made our year so rich.

In thinking of our year, I would like to make special mention of a par-
ticular event hosted at Sophia House, namely the  ASSA Conference 
in March, for it seems to have heralded a new quality within our 
work. The theme ‘Towards Intuitive Thinking and Selfless 
Loving Actions’ and the form of the conference, aided all 40 partic-
ipants to play their part in creating an honest and intimate space for 
opening the ‘potential gap’ for genuine encounters to occur. When 
we reviewed together we acknowledged having taken steps to-
wards becoming mature, free, self-determined individuals more able 
to meet the hindrances of our times, but most importantly, we expe-
rienced how we can work together in creating a vessel where new 
solutions can arise in solving the problems which individuals alone 
cannot solve. 

This community building experience/content has thankfully been 
present in many of the events this year, for example:  

Michael Grimley (at the ASSA Conference) led a study/workshop - 
Towards Renewing the Mysteries – through the reverse cul-
tus as outlined in Rudolf Steiner’s ‘Awakening to Community ’, 
where Steiner describes that the “higher” descends when we cre-
ate a new spiritual community through ‘gespräch’ -  Conversation. 
Again in September, Michael, led a further study on “Preparing for 
the Sixth Post-Atlantean Epoch”, a lecture (15 June, 1915) where 
Rudolf Steiner emphasizes the uniqueness of group work as an in-
trinsic part of Anthroposophic Life.

Then the  two Inner Schooling Modules this year brought an excep-
tional space for Wisdom/Spiritual Light to drop into the vessel that 
each group were able to form (so ably led  by Helga Daniel and 
Bernard Hurner).

We know that Anthroposophy is not a body of knowledge, but 
rather a way of being and becoming more fully human. It prepares 
us to awaken and  ‘incarnate’ for our earthly tasks. What a gift was  
given to us on Christmas Day 1923 for this task - the Foundation 
Stone Meditation. Included in this Newsletter on page 6, is the part 
of a lecture Joan Sleigh gave, at the Christmas Conference at the 
Goetheanum, “And you will truly Feel….” Balance of Soul and 
Community Building. May you too find it a stimulus to becoming 
more fully human. 

 
 

May this Newsletter’s rich content, gathered from so many contribu-
tions, help warm our way forward together into 2020. May we let an-
throposophy heighten, widen and deepen our souls so that together 
we stretch into new, awakened thoughts, feelings and deeds; that we 
may become sensitive to all the ‘in-betweens’ and so become, with a 
loving will, creative in the world and with others.

Caroline Hurner

“Come, Child, into our hearts and still the storm

That our lone selfhood has let wrestle there

And weave again the fabric of Mankind

Out of Thy Light, Thy Life, Thy Loving Fire.”
                                                                                    

Adam Bittleston
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human being: the feeling realm. It is there where we close up and 
protect ourselves by not feeling the pain and hurt. Some even be-
come hard and lose all ability to experience empathy for the other. 
This loss of empathy breaks connections to my fellow human beings 
whereby I cannot relate anymore  to the others’ needs for well-being. 

We all had to witness the impact of that in October this year, when 
the media started to report more about gender based violence. 
People went on the roads for protest marches all over the country: “I 
made it out alive, she did not”, “In my country it is easier to get raped 
than get a job”, “ My body is not your crime scene”, “ I am not next”, 
“Do not teach us how to avoid being raped, teach man not to rape” 
were the banners and posters carried by the protesters displaying 
their courage, despair and anger.

Sexual abuse, sexual harassment, rape and any kind of violence be-
tween genders have been happening forever. With South Africa 
currently called the rape capital of the world, we are witnessing a 
frightening state of the nation. The breakdown of relationships, safe-
ty, justice and society is evident. We are facing the dragon every day 
and everywhere.

Engaging courageously with the middle space of the human being 
with attitudes of curiosity and care is what we are called to develop 
to bring a remedy to our times.

You are sore, your friends are sore, your neighbours and colleagues 
are sore. Still, it’s the only way to address the dragon. Facing the 
wounded soul, addressing the soul needs, living in the feeling realm 
as much as in our thinking and doing to face our inner and outer 
dragons.

These dragons go by many names - monsters, shadows, evil, dou-
bles, boggeltjies, adversaries, challenges. Artistic creation is one way 
of facing them. The individual healing journey could look like this:

• Discover the dragon and name him. (art is a perfect medium 
for this)

• Find the courage to face him and get to know him: What is his 
origin? Who else knows him? When do or did you meet him? 
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Trauma,  
St Michael and 
The Butterfly 
Art Project
By Angela Katschke
Trauma: We are all traumatized. Trauma in our soul is caused by an 
event that overwhelms us. Our thinking, our ability to feel and our 
will are no longer in balance and our being becomes disorientated 
and dysfunctional. 

Traumatic events happen every day in children’s lives: domestic and 
gang violence; physical, emotional or sexual abuse; illness or loss of 
a loved one; accidents and the natural disasters of flood, storm and 
fire; loss of home; poverty and war. We respond to these emotional 
shocks with our ancient survival mechanisms of fight, freeze or cam-
ouflage - commands to protect ourselves sent out  by the amygdala 
in the brain. Our heart beats faster, we breathe faster to pull more ox-
ygen into our lungs, our muscles fill up with more blood and we start 
sweating to cool down. All this prepares the human body to survive a 
threatening situation.

Depending on the level of available inner resources, we can digest 
the traumatic event and return to normal moderately quickly. If we 
do not have these inner resources to digest the traumatic wound in 
our soul, we can’t heal. Vulnerable children, in vulnerable communi-
ties, lack these resources.

Anxiety, anger, loss of control, re-experiencing the trauma in flash-
backs, nightmares, trouble falling asleep, changed appetite, head-
ache, stomach-ache, vomiting, bed wetting, and loss of trust are 
normal reactions after traumatic events, caused by the fight, flight or 
freeze responses. Unhealed trauma manifests itself as our continuing 
to experience these symptoms, even if in a safe environment.

We all carry the responsibility to create safe spaces for children and 
adults -  places where survivors can experience rhythm and routine 
to stabilize; places which encourage conversation around feelings 
and stories and where there can be sharing of information about 
the traumatic event to prevent feeling guilty for what has happened. 
Most important is that a safe venue allows for free expression by 
playing together, creating art or creating a ritual for healing.

St. Michael: Why is art so instrumental for the healing of trauma? 
Painting, especially, softens and nourishes the middle space of the 

Does he live in you or in the outer world? Does he also help 
you in some kind of way? Is he of any use?

• What disarms the dragon? Is there a spell for holding him at 
bay? Depending on the nature of the dragon different solu-
tions can be found: transform him; befriend him; integrate him; 
unmask him; withstand him; combat him or reduce him.

• Meet yourself and others with compassion.

The Butterfly Art Project: We offer children safe spaces where they 
can build the inner resources to deal with trauma by using art as a 
medium and so help prevent the occurrence of post-traumatic stress 
disorder.

Over the past decades art therapy has developed worldwide as a 
well-recognised form of non-verbal therapy to deal with health dis-
orders. South Africans know about the healing properties of the artis-
tic process and there is an urgent wish for training programmes that 
develop therapeutic artistic skills. Yet there are no formal institutions 
in the Western Cape where one can gain these skills. This is where 
BAP steps in by offering to meet the growing needs of those working 
with children in marginalised communities. 

While BAP’s target group is predominantly children and youth, the or-
ganisation ś main focus is an adult target group which can be provid-
ed with capacity building in creative skills, observation skills and tools 
for increased understanding of the foundations of the healing pro-
cess. These beneficiaries are BAP’s Community Art Facilitators (CAFs). 
BAP enables and equips CAFs to establish art groups, in which their 
learned psycho-social skills are utilized and the child’s (CAF benefi-
ciaries, BAP’s indirect beneficiaries) uniqueness is encouraged. 

BAP ś theory of change for children projects: Educators provide safe 
learning spaces and opportunities for children to explore, experi-
ence and develop creativity, to acknowledge and find appropriate 
ways of dealing with emotional hurt and pain and to heal. In the 
long term this will enable them to look at and approach life challeng-
es and problems better. Healthier, more stable children grow into 

emotionally stronger adults resulting in them having stable families 
that contribute to healthy community lives.   

The Butterfly Art Project carries out its mission through 3 main 
programmes:  

• Training Programme  

• Mentoring Programme (including our Heart for Art Project for 
children in Vrygrond)  

• Art Partner Support Programme   

The Butterfly Art Project  is  based in  our double storey Art Centre 
in Vrygrond/Capricorn and in the Garden Courtyard of the Casa 
Labia Cultural Centre in Muizenberg. In  October  2019 we  celebrat-
ed  9  years of community service through tried and tested  artistic 
programmes for children and adults who work with children. Our fo-
cus is on the delivery of healing art classes to 340 children weekly in 
our own art centre in Vrygrond and on the training and mentoring of 
144 Community Art Facilitators who are active in 39, mostly marginal-
ised, communities around Cape Town. 

If you like to get to know us better, come and visit us in Vrygrond or 
on our website: www.butterflyartproject.org

PS: Our second Michaelmas Conference was a huge success: https://
www.butterflyartproject.org/post/bap-quarterly-newsletter-septem-
ber-2019-second-annual-michaelmas-conference

Angela Katschke, the founder and managing director of BAP, grad-
uated as an art therapist from the German University Ottersberg in 
1999. Since then she has been working in psychiatric, psychosomat-
ic and psycho-therapeutic medicine with all age groups. Coming 
to South Africa in 2009, she specialised in the field of art therapy for 
traumatised children living in unsafe and unstable communities. She 
and her assistant director  Gardie  Judge leads a team of passionate 
15 full time staff and about 10 contracted trainers. 

http://www.butterflyartproject.org
https://www.butterflyartproject.org/post/bap-quarterly-newsletter-september-2019-second-annual-michaelmas-conference
https://www.butterflyartproject.org/post/bap-quarterly-newsletter-september-2019-second-annual-michaelmas-conference
https://www.butterflyartproject.org/post/bap-quarterly-newsletter-september-2019-second-annual-michaelmas-conference
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Estelle Bryer 
Turned 90 on the 20 October 

Her birthday celebration was an example of the joy of 
community, truly fitting for a being who has the inde-
fatigable ability to enrich and enliven everyone’s life 
with whom she comes into contact with. These two 
photos on the far right show Estelle receiving her card 
– a collection of  messages from members and friends 
of the ASWC, and a moment of ‘The Halleluiah”, moved  
by all the eurythmists present at Estelle’s celebration

Thank yous 
Life of Society: Cecilia, Cobie and Karen 

Development Group: (Belinda, Cecilia, Hanna, 
Craig, Richard C, and Vernon) 

Mandates:. It is with your vision that our work is 
broadened.

Committee: Cecilia, Craig, Linda and Wilfried, who 
stand ready for all the decisions and support that is 
need in attending too on all the running matters  how-
ever large or small. A particular thank you must go to 
Craig Tilsley, our Treasurer.

Our Class Readers Christiane, Silke, Bernard, Martin, 
Michael and Wilfried, who are each dedicated, learned 
and humble servants of the Michael School.

Cecilia Solis-Peralta, thank you for all your design 
work and website updating..

Debbie, we thank you for your efficiency in the office 
and your unique warmth and heart wisdom, which you 
give to everyone that you come into contact with.

Library Volunteers, for giving us your time on 
Saturday mornings.

Linda, Yvette and Cobie, for your tireless proof 
reading!

Ed Fox, for your mentoring with the maintenance and 
your regular repair of our library books.

Ernst Mandizidza , for all the painting work you have 
done and the several days of garden maintenance

Beatrice Ndima, a courageous woman who silently 
cleans our premises each week.

Emma, Gabriella, Jody and Adam our tenants, for 
the life and laughter you bring to ‘Sophia House’ plus all 
the many  task you do for the house and garden weekly.

A new steps have been reached this year in finding a solution for a  
Group Room, on our property, that is accessible to all - no steep steps 
to accend. This project has so far taken five years, and is continuously 
being ‘lifted into the light’ of an opportunity for  our community and 
property’s development on  into the future.

At the AGM it was motivated that all our local anthroposophical archi-
tects received an invitation to submit their design, with estimated cost, 
for a new group room on ground level.

Three architects responded and by July had presented their designs 
to the Development Group. This was a tremendous experience for the 
Dev. Group, aseach architect had brought a unique and masterful solu-
tion to this project.

Then after three weeks of seriously consideration, together with further 
information gathered from the architects on request,  the Dev. Group, 
were able to come to a clear decision.

All three designs could have served us, but Etienne Bruwers’s de-
sign was chosen for several reasons. The design, somewhat now 
simplified and placed in the NW corner of the property, is new and in-
novative and speaks to the future yet it is also respectful of the other 

buildings that are already on our property. Importantly it also came  
within budget.

Work is now in process with Etienne to reach final drawings that can 
be submitted to Council together with building quotes from three 
contractors. These, hopefully, by early next year, will be brought to  
the Committee and Trustees for their approval and then, the draw-
ings and figures, will be sent out to all members and made available 
for friends.

This project has so far been amighty task  of collaboration be-
tween, members, architects and mandates together. However, a 
special thank you needs to be extended to the members of the 
Development Group for their dedicated and responsible input over 
such an extended time…..and for all their tavelling!

Vernon Lilje, engineer, who comes from Wellington, Craig Tilsley, our 
treasurer, from Somerset West, Cecilia Solis-Peralta and Richard Cox 
from Noordhoek and Belinda Fellion from Scarborough and Hanna 
Hack and Caroline Hurner local!

May 2020 be well aspected for building and in taking this step in sup-
port of the life and working of Anthroposophy.

Development Group
Progress with the New Group Room Project at Sophia House
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And you will 
truly Feel…
Balance of Soul and 

Community Building 
The second half of a lecture given by Joan Sleigh at the Goetheanum 
Christmas Conference, 2018, exploring the first part of the sec-
ond verse of the Foundation Stone Meditation

Human Soul!
You live within the beat of heart and lung
Which lead you through the rhythms
Of time
Into the feeling of your own soul-being:
Practice spirit-sensing/presencing
In balance of soul,
Where the surging deeds of
World-evolving
Unite
Your own I
With the I of the world;
And you will truly feel 
In human soul’s creating.

The human soul living in the beat of heart and lung, weaves with-
in the rhythms of time in which it finds the ebb and flow of feeling 
within its own soul being. In the multiple cosmic rhythms of the 
planets, the seasons, the evolutionary cycles, the own soul being 
finds integration within the movements and life of cosmic beings. 
Here within the balanced soul, there emerges the possibility of expe-
riencing a true feeling for beauty, creativity and harmony. Rudolf 
Steiner describes that just through entering into a feeling for beau-
ty hidden behind the object, whether natural objects of man-made 
works of art, the soul can sense its true beingness. 

The Development of Feeling in the Balance of 
Soul
As soon as the human being steps into relationship with the sur-
rounding world, its intrinsic private space opens up through inner 
sensations which respond to every sensory experience. In order to 

orientate ourselves in this soul space, we need to distinguish different 
types of formations. We become aware of two basic and all-impor-
tant forces: sympathy and antipathy. How these forces work within a 
soul formation, determine the soul type.  The forces of sympathy in 
the soul can make it appear greedy and insatiable, while the forces 
of antipathy make it appear self-centred and repellent. Soul regions 
of “burning desire”, or of “sensitive flowing” or of “wishes”, are such 
soul formations formed by the interplay of sympathy and antipathy. 
“the higher levels of soul substance are characterized by the 
total withdrawal of antipathy; only sympathy exhibits any ef-
fectiveness. Sympathy comes to expression in what we call 
pleasure (displeasure is but the lack of pleasure). Pleasure and 
displeasure constitute what lives in the world of feelings…. 
Feeling is the soul’s weaving activity within itself, and what we 
call our comfort depends on how feelings of pleasure or dis-
pleasure mingle in our soul.”1 

Higher levels of soul are occupied by soul formations whose sympa-
thy is not confined to the domain of their own lives but can move 
into a common soul space. These regions known as the regions of 
soul light, active soul power and soul life, radiate beyond the own 
soul space, touch, interlink and unite into a shared soul space. The 
lower soul forces which at first pulled it back into a dull and sluggish 
motion, are transformed into power and mobility pouring out from 
within.

We must thus distinguish three lower and three upper regions of the 
soul world and a fourth that mediates between them. 

But what guides the development of the feeling soul? What allows 
the self-centred emotions of desire, passion, pleasure and pain to 
move beyond the personal into an inter-personal, creative integra-
tion with the divine All?

“Through its consciousness of self, the individual achieves 
self-definition as an independent being, separated from 
everything else, as an I”.2 As the brain is the cognitive centre of 
the physical body, so the I is the consciousness centre of the human 
soul. Bodily sensations, feelings and actions are manifestations of the 
I, but this individual essence remains invisible, “veiled in the human 
holy of holies.”3

“The I lives within the body and the soul, but the spirit lives 
within the I. The I receives its nature and significance from 
whatever it is united with.”4 Therefore the I, as a complex, mul-
ti-levelled entity, is subject to the physical laws of the mineral world 
of space and matter; to the life cycles of time that govern growth, 
development and decay that imbue the body; to the personal soul 
landscape of sensations and feelings; through the power of thinking 
to the universal principles of goodness and truth; and through re-
ceiving the spiritual essence into itself, it becomes part of the spiritual 
reality. True feeling can come about when we ponder the selfhood in 
its relationships. Thoughts are carried down to feeling and from the 

1  Rudolf Steiner: Theosopy, Chapter 3

2  Rudolf Steiner: Theosophy, Chapter 1; CW 9

3  Jean Paul

4  Rudolf Steiner: Theosophy, Chapter 1; CW 9

depths emerges something which can give new certainty to our be-
ing. What seemed to be illusion now becomes the very “powers of 
life. Whereas, our own being, our I, would lean towards sem-
blance, the gods in the depths of our feeling life give us the 
rock of existence, the firm rock of being.” 5

But this process of progression, the modern call, as Michael Debus 
said last night is no longer the Apollo word: “Man, know thyself!”, 
but Man, develop Thyself!” The human I is the agent of develop-
ment and the method is practice!

Therefore, we can summarise that the human soul, as that part of 
the human entelechy that can develop, transform and define itself, 
is called upon to enter into a conscious practice of its relationship to 
the spirit, out of itself: Practice spirit-recalling in depths of soul; 
Practice spirit- presencing in balance of soul; Practice spir-
it-beholding in still ness of thought”. Can we understand prac-
tice as a process of the I?

True Feeling in Human Soul’s Creating
“Practice spirit sensing….”

By inhabiting and navigating the soul-space, more explicitly the 
heart-space within, one is on the way to convey the intellect to the 
whole being6. How then can this become a regular path of prac-
tice, support and transformation in daily life? Three basic practices of 
soul come into play, which guide the development and ever-deep-
ening awareness firstly of the own natural identity, progressing to an 
awareness of the emergent individuality, and expanding beyond the 
personal to embracing the potential of interconnecting with a big-
ger reality. Loneliness and isolation accompany the emerging Self on 
its journey through growing levels of self-consciousness. Edouard 
Glissant says that the identity is always in a process of growth and 
transformation, making it both fragile and precious. Rudolf 
Steiner says the independent self or I knows itself as being-
in-the-world, placing itself again and again in a state of risk. 
It creates the risk, then grows in and through it. It is only out 
of the pain and suffering of this individual, homeless, isolated self (I) 
that the impulse emerges to move beyond the limitations of the in-
ner and outer personal worlds. It does this to expand its limited in-
dependent self to a creative self, which then has the potential to 
become co-creative with the whole of life.

The three basic practices of soul in daily interaction of humans in 
relation with other humans, can provide an opportunity for prac-
tising spirit sensing, or spirit presencing, if taken up in a new 
way. These are the simple practices of seeing, listening and 
understanding.

Seeing begins with taking interest in another, really looking at the 
expression, gesture and body language of the other. In time and 
with practice a sense of what lies behind the physical phenome-
na may develop, and ultimately the capacity to recognize the true 

5  Rudolf Steiner Esoteric Lessons fort he First Class: Lesson 3

6  Rudolf Steiner: World-Thought in Michael, and World-
Thought in Ahriman – 16.11.1924

nature of another. In his lectures on social and anti-social forces, 
Rudolf Steiner describes this process as one of merging into the oth-
er and then drawing back into oneself in constant vibration, quiver-
ing in the countenance of the other. In seeing, part of the being of 
the observer moves out to touch, caress the observed object, there-
by building a relationship with it. If this process is motivated not by 
any personal intention, wish to know or receive something from the 
other, in other words without the need for consuming or imposing, 
but purely for the process of meeting and experiencing, then by 
recognizing the god-imbued aspect of the other, reverence or de-
votion for the true beauty of the other emerges. However, this way 
of seeing or beholding is always different, new, unpredictable and 
unknown. This new way of seeing presupposes vulnerability in the 
beholder. Sensitivity is vulnerability, the inevitability of being wound-
ed. The injury marks the moment of truth in seeing.  Without inju-
ry there is no truth, no true perception. As Martin Heidegger says: 
“The essence of experience is pain, in that the inner aspect 
of the otherness of being unveils itself in the face of the ex-
pected or habitual.” This is the true nature of beauty. It differenti-
ates and recreates the medium, be this the material of a work of art, 
the in-between space in an encounter, the time frame in a living art. 
Beauty is transformative, true to itself, beyond time and space, yet 

Burying Inkanyezi Foundation Stone
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concealed within itself. Beauty of its nature remains veiled, with just 
a hint to suggest its powerful essence, an invitation to explore and 
unfold its ever-moving, changing potential. A true work of art with-
holds its beauty, inviting the viewer to pause, to step into the expe-
rience, withhold judgement, definition and expectation.7 According 
to Elaine Scarry, Professor of Aesthetics and the General Theory of 
Value at Harvard University, suggests that in the face of beauty, the 
subject steps aside, leaving space for the other. This radical withhold-
ing of the self in favour of the other is an ethical deed. Simone Weil 
says that beauty demands of us that we give up our self-chosen cen-
tral position. This does not mean that we step out of the centre of our 
own world, but that we freely hand over the ground on which we 
stand to what appears before us. In the countenance of beauty, the 
subject takes a lateral position.8 Abdennour Bidar, says that “Thanks 
to beauty, we have achieved two convictions which cannot be 
over-estimated: the first is that the world is not empty, absurd 
or in vain, but rather that it is inhabited by a mysterious truth; 
and secondly, that this deep truth cannot be owned or held, 
but always eludes us.” 9 

Part of the tragedy of our civilization is that we live in a culture of 
consumerism. The objects of consumption demand that the subject 
assumes a central position, thereby destroying the space and experi-
ence of the other.

This new quality of seeing, though originally motivated by interest in 
the other, in progression, no longer penetrates the space with active 
intention to take or learn something in the experience of beholding, 
but rather opens a space in which what wants to show itself can be 
revealed. Through truly seeing the beauty of the other, the as yet hid-
den God-given potential of his nature is called forth. The participation 
of the subject in this process, in inviting the true being of the other to 
emerge and manifest, binds the accountability of the subject through 
witnessing the process thus engendered. This, as a conscious process, 
has become both possible and necessary in social interactions only in 
the last century. It is known as empathy, a quality which goes beyond 
sympathy and even compassion.

The capacity of empathy has been described by neuroscientists as 
the mirror neuron, but more than a mirror, it is the capacity to re-cre-
ate the emotions and intentions of another within one’s own Self. This 
asks for courage to step into the unknown, the unpredictable. Rudolf 
Steiner describes it as ‘breathing the other’. In this way we are con-
stantly taking in, forming and reforming aspects of the other within 
oneself, as little children do naturally in the unconscious process of 
imitation. We could say, we are constantly becoming a part of one an-
other, but without losing or falsifying either of the identities. We can 
learn to recognize and love the difference of the Other in relation to 
the own Self. We have moved from tolerance, through acceptance 
to empathy; from observation through engagement to participation; 
from the need for courage, to gentleness, to vulnerability; from seeing 

7  Byung-Chul Han: Die Errettung des Schönen, 2015

8  Elaine Scarry: On Beauty ad Being Just.

9  Abdennour Bidar, 2016

through hearing to feeling. This can result in a new level of conscious-
ly experienced inspired feeling, of a deep sense of quiet, warm, heart-
felt knowing.  

Actively listening to the other asks for a space to be made in which 
aspects of the other can be taken into one’s being. Opening the self 
in silence to the other, creating an unconditional space for the oth-
er. This is the space of love, allowing the being of the other into one’s 
own being. Rudolf Steiner describes that by listening actively to an-
other while silencing own opinion and judgement, the other can find 
the words, the personal narrative that can truly express his thoughts, 
feelings and intentions. These are invited into this shared inner space 
of love. Once again, the subject steps into a lateral position without 
submerging its own inner ground. Yet, self-discernment is needed, 
standing witness to the own subtle personal responses, often hidden 
in the depth of soul, emerging ever so subtly, while effecting the oth-
er on a subliminal level. The I (subject), while opening the silent space 
within itself, must also stand witness and guard to itself as well as to 
the other. 

An example from South Africa:
One of the fundamental and future-orientated developments in 
SA within the last 20 years was the installing of the TRC (Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission) to deal with the criminal and human 
atrocities committed under the legal protection of the Apartheit 
System. This was the brainchild of Bishop Desmond Tutu, replacing 
simple punitive justice with a far more complex but dignified prac-
tice of reconciliatory justice, allowing the possibility of transformation 
of character and action through the personal expression of remorse-
ful regret.  According to Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, a senior research 
professor of trauma and forgiveness in SA, this opens the possibility 
of forgiveness and reconciliation. In her book “A Human Being died 
that Night”, she describes the process of interviews she held with the 
leader of the death squad, one of SA’s most notorious “killers” dur-
ing the struggle, who applied for amnesty to the TRC once Apartheid 
ended. 

“Hannah Ahrendt writes that ‘radically evil’ acts ‘transcend 
the realm of human affairs’ and are therefore neither punish-
able nor forgivable. …. unpunishable because no amount of 
punishment can balance out the evil they have done. … unfor-
giveable because no yardstick exists by which we can measure 
what it means to forgive them. … to say, however, that some 
evil deeds are simply unforgiveable, does not capture the 
complexity and richness of all the social contexts within which 
gross evil is committed. While there may be value in recogniz-
ing and posting the limits of forgiveness, if such exists, some 
societies are finding it more constructive to focus on discov-
ering and nurturing the conditions that make forgiveness first 
conceivable, then ultimately possible.” 10  

She describes how through the listening of the narrative of the vic-
tim, or the survivors of the victim, the perpetrator can recognize the 

10  Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela: A Human Being died that Night

impact of his actions and request forgiveness. Through the perpe-
trator expressing remorseful regret, the victim may see his humanity 
and be able to express forgiveness. Forgiveness does not render the 
deed undone or the pain healed, but as Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela 
describes, allow each one to take up the torn threads of their lives and 
reconnect with their biographies once more. And as Orland Bishop 
said: forgiveness is prophetic, in that it calls forth a recognized poten-
tial, a godly aspect of the perpetrator. 

Understanding
“Where the surging deeds of world-evolving unite your own I 
with the I of the world” …

True understanding grows through the practice of empathy and for-
giveness. The critical state of world affairs, has been caused in part 
by self-determined and self-centred needs and practices of mankind. 
The total focus on consumerism in all levels of being, has blocked the 
subtle, hidden, veiled aspect of the human soul, and the love of truth, 
the experience of beauty and acts of goodness, have become senti-
mental pastimes. The surging deeds of world evolving now call the 
own I to unite with the world-I, to take up a lateral position in relation 
to every object or encounter, to withhold the need to like, to have, to 
possess, to know and to allow the veil of true beingness to be lifted. 
Can we not say that we have caused the dire chaos in the world as 
the instigator of the fragile butterfly of the soul to emerge from the 
chrysalis: delicate, fragile, vulnerable, yet beautiful and authentic to 
its own nature? Can this fragile butterfly reflect the colours of light, 
the nuances of the air on gossamer wings, vibrating, trembling, trans-
forming in endless motion? The Self finds strength in the vulnerability 
of experiencing itself in constant relationship with another; the other 
experiences itself as reflected, as recreated. A shared knowing of both 
self and Other opens a third common, sacred space in which the spir-
it can begin to reveal itself.  Our souls become a delicate membrane 
through which the spiritual and physical worlds can meet, converse 
and reveal each other to each other. “Man does not stand apart 
from the world and produce knowledge about it for himself; 
rather, his soul provides the stage upon which the universe it-
self begins to experience its own evolution and existence”11 

… “and you will truly feel” through the practice of empathy and 
forgiveness, what is true, beautiful and good, as revealed by the 
spiritual beings which begin to find their experience and existence 
within the space in-between, the shimmering membrane, the frag-
ile threshold of meeting and becoming. True feeling can come about 
when we ponder the selfhood in its relationships. Thoughts are car-
ried down to feeling and from the depths emerges something which 
can give new certainty to our being. What seemed to be illusion 
now becomes the very “powers of life. Whereas, our own being, our 
I, would lean towards semblance, the gods in the depths of our feel-
ing life give us the rock of existence, the firm rock of being.” 12 True 
knowing is “man’s active participation in what the beings and 
processes of the spiritual and physical world convey to him”,13 
in the community, of “uniting your own I with the I of the world”.

11  Rudolf Steiner: The Course of my Life, Chapter 22

12  Rudolf Steiner Esoteric Lessons fort he First Class: Lesson 3

13  Rudolf Steiner: The Course of my Life, Chapter 22

“For the Christ-will encircling us

Holds sway

In world rhythms,

Bestowing grace upon souls.”

 In this hour we have tried to track and experience a soul journey, 
beginning with that all too familiar reactive self which showing it-
self in impulses of fear, hatred and doubt (or shame) welling up 
from unconscious depths. Then we saw the aspects of the needy 
soul striving to define its individuality by clinging onto what is 
known, traditional, expected, comfortable, but negating its unique 
authenticity in the process. And finally, through the conscious prac-
tice of “spirit sensing” and the development to “truly feel”, the 
soul provides the stage upon which the cosmic reality can reveal it-
self in interconnectedness with the earthly world through the frag-
ile, delicate consciousness of the soul space created in-between. 
This is my understanding of new community in which when two 
are gathered another presence can be there. 

We can say that through this process of practicing soul-sens-
ing or soul-presencing, a new knowing, a new cognizing (neue 
Erkenntnis) can be attained. A subtle, fragile truly perceiving-cogni-
tion seems to permeate the soul from the core of being, inclusive 
of all beauty, of all pain and suffering, of the possibility of all that 
is truly human. Not one-sided super-intelligence, not smooth and 
stable health! To return to the image of the heart as a physical and 
soul sense-organ, we can now begin to experience the awaken-
ing of the etheric heart, the foundation of which is implanted into 
the make-up of the human being after puberty. As a schematic im-
age Rudolf Steiner describes how wisdom streams into the human 
from above, completely filling it. “We experience something like 
shame streaming out of our own body in the opposite direc-
tion…. When we inwardly experience this realm of conscious feel-
ing un which these two streams meet, and identify with this feeling 
in our conscious I, “then we have the proper experience of the 
etheric world.”14

Two examples of this: from the Fifth Gospel: The conversation be-
tween Jesus of Nazareth and his (step)mother after his experience 
that the Bath Col could no longer inspire people. And the conversa-
tion between the resurrected Christ and two disciples on the road 
to Emmaus on Easter Sunday morning.

I would like to conclude with a verse by Sophia de Mello, a 
Portuguese poet:

The first is her original verse. My sense is that through the process 
of opening up the space for co-working and co-existing with the 
spiritual beings, we need to rewrite parts of the verse, as I have tried 
to do in the second version: 

14  Rudolf Steiner: The Effects of Esoteric Development; GA 
145
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CLAARTJE 
WIJNBERGH
(28 Dec 1924 - 5 October 2019)

the then Max Stibbe School in Pretoria before she came to settle in 
this country soon afterwards. I recognized at once: here was a per-
son who did not speak from scholarly learning but rather from re-
flected experiences and a true goodness, something one finds rarely 
among people. That she should allow this goodness and her long ex-
perience, an affair of the heart, to flow into our work in this country 
brought a profound blessing.

She was born as Clara Maria Behrend in the Dutch village of Soest, liv-
ing with her parents, an older and a younger brother. Early on in her 
life, the spiritual world became a reality with which she lived, as re-
counted in this little story she told:

“The only thing I can remember about that time is about my father, 
who one day took a little walk with us amongst the hedges close to 
the village green. He had some little chocolates with him, stuck them 
in the moss on the ground and said to us: “Look what the elves have 
done!”

But he knew nothing about elves at all and suddenly, at the foot of 
an oak tree, I saw an elf, who said to me: ‘Your father thinks we don’t 
exist. He put that there himself.’

It was the only time I ever saw an elf.”

She was fifteen when Holland was invaded by the Nazis, her older 
brother transported to the factories of Germany and her younger 
brother in hiding in their cellar, while she drove about on her bicy-
cle with wooden wheels, seeking food for her family. She started her 
teacher training at 16 but this was cut short when their training col-
lege closed in her third year. After the war, due to a general short-
age of teachers, the students were awarded their diplomas without 
any need to write exams and expected to find jobs. Wanting to study 
further, she landed at the training course offered by the Vrije School 
in The Hague and a year later was asked to take a class at the Geert 
Grote School in Amsterdam. There she met her husband, the anthro-
posophical doctor Frank Wijnbergh, they bought a house together 
where the meetings of the Anthroposophical Group in Amsterdam 
took place and had a daughter and a son.

When she was 53, the colleagues at the school suggested she be-
come the remedial teacher, taking one child at a time for extra les-
sons. She was soon fed up with this one-on-one situation and 
within a year, had organised her children into a small school, which 
she called the Tobias school. This model for remedial education was 
spread through the Netherlands and today exists also in countries 
elsewhere in the world.

At the age of 56, her doctor advised her to go into early retire-
ment, she divorced, moved out of their house and started to travel. 
A few years later, she was invited to work in South Africa for a year 
by Huibert Franken of the Max Stibbe School, starting there with 
her friend, Truus Geraets and Truus’ friend Barbara Benz. She soon 
made friends also in Johannesburg and some months later, she and 
Truus moved to Rivonia, where they became principal carriers of an 
initiative called the Rainbow project and the Centre for the Art of 
Living, bringing the ideas of Waldorf Education to children, parents 
and teachers from Soweto. The group started to do work also in the 
townships, at the Funda Centre in Soweto and in Alexandra, which 
led to the establishment of a kind of model Kindergarten. After the 
parents had observed their children during their first year in the nurs-
ery school, they asked for a school that would continue the same 

Waldorf methods, and so the Inkanyesi 
Waldorf Centre in Alexandra came 
about.

This project led to further initia-
tives and by 1989, there were two 
Kindergartens that wished to devel-
op into full schools, as well as the 
Meadowsweet Farm School of the 
Riveras in Winterton, which was in the 
process of transforming its methods to 
gradually become a Waldorf school.

In the middle of 1989, a large contin-
gent of the Centre for the Art of Living 
work veritably gate-crashed the con-
ference of the Federation of Waldorf 
Schools, requesting a space where 
they might report on their work. As the 
other South African teachers became 
aware of the scope and importance of 
what was happening in the northern 
part of the country, they received these 
initiatives into the whole of the Waldorf 
work and a year later, Claartje became 
a member of the Federation Counsel, in 
which she worked until she left South 
Africa ten years later.

By 1991, in answer to the need for a so 
many new teachers, a teacher train-
ing initiative that became known as 
the Baobab Community College start-
ed, first at the home of Claartje and Truus and soon in rooms that 
became available upon completion of the new building of the 
Inkanyesi Waldorf Centre in Alexandra. It was there that I began to 
work with her on a daily basis - the closest, dearest colleague of my 
working life, sharing a great many initiatives and learning experi-
ences relating to biographic work, adult education, destiny learning, 
festivals both within the Anthroposophical Society and with the col-
leagues in Baobab.

It was always Claartje’s way to try and enthuse people for some-
thing rather than lecture or admonish them, whether this related to 
Waldorf methods, to the First Class, which she held together with 
Francois Maritz and Karin von Schilling for several years; to the reli-
gion teaching and school services, to which she was deeply devoted, 
or to what was otherwise happening in Anthroposophy.

In 1999, most of the staff was no longer working in Baobab and, af-
ter she broke her hip in Madietane, she returned home to a flat she 
owned in Zeist and where she lived until 1915, when she moved to 
the old-age home Kraaibeeck in Driebergen, into a flat where she 
was able to live relatively independently until the end of her life. 
There she was surrounded by many friends and family, by the anthro-
posophical group work and by her continued studies mainly in the 
sphere of karma. 

Both in Holland and South Africa, she will hold a place in the hearts 
of the many hundreds of people whose lives she touched.

 

I listen without knowing I listen and know
If what hear is silence That what I hear is silence 
Or god And God 
I listen but don’t know if I’m hearing I listen and know that I hear 
The echo of the empty expanses The call of inhabited expanses 
Or the attentive consciousness And the attentive consciousness 
Which from the edge of the universe Which from the edges of the universe 
Sees and deciphers me Sees an deciphers me 
I know only that I walk as one I know now that I walk as one 
Who is watched loved and known Who watches loves and knows 
That’s why I place in the smallest act And I place in the smallest act 

Solemnity and risk15 Solemnity and risk.

Joan Sleigh – December 2018
  

15  Sophia de Mello- Breymer Andresen (1919-2004

On 5 October, Claartje Wijnbergh died 
in her flat at the Kraaibeck home for the 
aged in Zeist where she had spent the 
last few years of her life - 20 years after she 
left South Africa and at the age of 95. Her 
work and personality brought a lasting 
change particularly to Waldorf Education, 
but also to the whole Anthroposophical 
Movement in this country during the 15 
years she was active here. 

She is the last of a series of Dutch im-
migrants to South Africa who, through 
their initiative and presence, brought 
impulses that determined the direc-
tion Anthroposophy in South Africa 
would take. The list begins with Hendrika 
Hollenbach, who started the first anthro-
posophical group and Eurythmy train-
ing in Pretoria in 1927, followed by Willem 

Zeylmans, who initiated the co-work 
of local anthroposophists and brought 
the impulse to found Waldorf schools. 
Guy Wertheim-Aymes who founded the 
Weleda and whose financial help allowed 
so much to happen; Lyda Bräunlich and 
Gertrude Hubregtse became the found-
ing Waldorf teachers in Cape Town and 
Johannesburg. There followed Max Stibbe, 
whose pedagogical insights and training 
brought method and skills to both the 
teaching and the group work, continued 
by Jan and Catrien van Wettum and finally 
by Claartje, who, together with her friend 
Truus Geraets, initiated the decisive step of 
integrating Anthroposophy with all of the 
cultures in South Africa.

The first time I met Claartje Wijnbergh was 
at a teachers’ conference that took place at Eric Hurner
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SLEEP  
DR  DONALD  
PALMER  
ANTHROPOSOPHY  AND  

NEUROLOGY –

COMMON  GROUND
Dr Donald Palmer, a South African practising at the Helios 
Integrative Medical Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand did not 
put us to sleep with his hour’s lecture on – sleep. On the contrary, 
sleep appears as equally a profound an exploration as its day-time 
consciousness counterpart and it is abundantly clear that sleep is 
not brain rest. We are very, very busy while seemly inactive.

From the perspective of Anthroposophy, sleep affords us spiritual 
security in our encounters with the vastness of the cosmos. In 
the first stage the astral body in the region of the heart becomes 
like our physical eye or ear, spiralling out of the physical-ether-
ic in plant-like motion, able to sense the external planets that cor-
respond to our major organs of which we are unconscious when 
awake. In the second phase, the solar plexus and the astral of the 
limbs have the capacity of a solar ‘eye’ or ‘ear’ with which to expe-
rience the world of the fixed stars of the Zodiac. In the third phase 
the whole body becomes a spiritual ‘eye’ encountering the pano-
rama of our karma. 

From the perspective of Neurology, Dr Palmer brought into clear 
focus how thoroughly the ego forces of the blood penetrate the 
quintessential astral organ of the brain. Steiner noted that the ego 
makes ‘crystals’ in the brain which are only removed during sleep. 
Those ‘crystals’ are given the name beta-amyloids by the medi-
cal profession – having achieved a certain notoriety in their link to 
Alzheimers. Given sufficient and good quality sleep, these are re-
moved to the liver which reconstitutes them into healthy forms 
for the next day’s work. A key moment of awe and wonder for Dr 
Palmer was his first sighting of the cerebrospinal fluid that sweeps 
away from between the neurons all the beta-amyloids that build 
up during waking hours and cause the sluggishness we equate 
with tiredness. He described the fluid as “liquid diamond” – a sub-
stance of light and transparency. And, since the recent discovery 
of how that fluid flows in between the contracted brain cells dur-
ing sleep, like a mist rolling in, he has pondered on the likelihood 
of this being the physical manifestation of Steiner’s reference to 

us when first asleep as feeling like “a little wave of mist floating in 
the Mist of the Worlds”. The anxiety around this sensation then de-
velops into “a mood of devotion and surrender to the Divine that 
fills and pervades the Universe.” Steiner comments further that ...”if 
this experience were not brought over (into the ether and physi-
cal bodies just before waking), then the substances we take as 
nourishment during the day would assume within us their own 
completely earthly character and throw our whole organism into 
disorder.” (Lecture “Man’s Life in Sleep and After Death” 30th 
August 1922)

Another revelatory insight brought to light through Dr Palmer’s 
presentation concerned the thalamus, described as being like a 
major railway junction for incoming and ongoing neural ‘lines’. 
During sleep a massive electrical impulse is sent down from the 
top of the brain (the ‘vault’ of heaven) into the thalamus, causing 
a down state where all is quietened and shut down. This enables a 
fresh canvas to be laid, as it were, on which the day’s learning can 
be rehearsed and imprinted into deep memory through the activ-
ity of the sleep spindles – many short electrical bursts that follow 
the large impulse over 60 – 100 seconds. A piece of very practical 
advice:- for anyone suffering a highly traumatic event, holding off 
from sleep for at least 8 hours after it will prevent that experience 
from being laid deep into memory, thereby lessening the chances 
of Post Traumatic Stress recurrences.

To bring this report to a close, let me rather return to some inter-
esting facts from the beginnings of the lecture.

How much is enough sleep? For almost all adults – close on 8 
hours a night (Michaela Glockler advises the Platonic calculation of 
7.2 hours. There are a few people able to make do with 4 or 5 hours 
with no adverse effects – a different gene has been discovered 
that seems to control this.)

• Older people still need as much sleep.

• Adolescents need 9 hours.

Children from 3-6 years of age live in their waking hours in a pre-
dominant state of theta wave sleep – the kind of sleep that as 
adults we experience when we just start to emerge out of sleep. 
Yes, small children are half asleep on their feet!

Factors inhibiting good and sufficient sleep? Lights, including arbi-
trary declarations of time. When Daylight Saving is inaugurated in 
northern hemisphere spring, the incidence of heart attacks and su-
icides rises by 24%. Conversely, when more sleep is ‘permitted’ in 
the autumn, these reduce by roughly the same percentage.

Besides drugs that interfere with good sleep, our societies’ implic-
it promotion of little sleep is hugely at fault – many hours of sleep 
being considered as not working hard enough.

Yet the results of poor and insufficient sleep are devastating – 
physically and spiritually:- poor judgement, impulsivity, cravings, 
while there is a 70% loss in immune function over a night of less 
than 4 hours sleep. It’s an outright win for cancer cells. Meanwhile, 
there is less and less opportunity for spiritual encounter, growth of 
wisdom and understanding of one’s life purpose.

So here’s to a renewed commitment to the ‘activity’ of – sleep – 
unashamedly lots of it and a top quality bed as a top of the list 
investment!

Yvette Worral

 
 Extracts on 

Sleep 
From a lecture by Rudolf Steiner in Leipzig on the 4 November 1911.

“If your good will impulses’ present themselves to your soul be-
fore going to sleep, you will feel so much the fresher and filled with 
life-forces on waking. The feeling may arise: “If only this moment 
could last forever!......

We must infer from this something extremely important. Our will im-
pulses work before we fall asleep and we feel that they fructify us. 
We experience extraordinary invigoration. Our will forces are more 
connected to our individuality far more than our thoughts are and  
even more than our feelings are.

With our emotions, say if you fall asleep in a mood of remorse, we 
shall sense upon awaking a feeling of dullness/weakness/lethargy; 
joy we sense as strength and elevation of spirits. Our moods pass 
into sleep with us and live within us…….

However, will impulses live even more directly in us on awaking they 
are immediately present in us. In reality nothing refreshes us as that 
which we cause to flow through our souls on the preceding day in 
the form of good moral impulses.”
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ALL AFRICA 

ANTHROPOSOPHICAL TRAINING 
– ZIMBABWE 2019

conditions our group struggled with the nature study but we per-
severed and found all the processes. Another challenge was the in-
struction to go alone, which relates to Goethe’s poem: ‘those who 
walk to truth wander alone’. The text study tied in with the obser-
vation and the evening theme of building the faculties of individual 
development and social competence. 

The workshops took place during the afternoons and once again a 
rich variety of topics were on offer as follows:

• ‘African Economic Development based on the Threefold 
Social Order’ with David Wertheim Aymes

• ‘Celebrating the festivals of the year as a foundation for a new 
healthy family and home culture’ with Richard Goodall

• ‘Biodynamic Farming’ with Rolf and Ann Bucher and Angela 
Hofmann

• ‘Practical course: External application in baby nursing and 
midwifery’ with Julia Schad and Judith Tabberner

• ‘Anthroposopical Medicine’ with Dr Friedeman Schad

• ‘Waldorf Education’ with Joan Sleigh

• ‘Children with Special Needs’ with Dr Andrea Seeman

The evening session commenced with the review of the day, un-
dertaken by courageous delegates who volunteered for this task. 
The reviews are an excellent way of giving ‘a glimpse’ into the con-
tent of the workshops and the day’s work. Thereafter Michaela 

Glockler undertook the lofty task of addressing the conference 
theme and presenting Anthroposophy in a manner understanda-
ble to all. ‘What is life and what are the seven life processes?’ she 
asked. Michaela pointed out that we cannot ‘see life’ but ‘see the 
revelation of life’ and when we make the effort to observe plants, 
we discover the wonder of the world. Through the plant kingdom 
we also become aware of our interconnectedness and how the 
plants are dependent on the sun.  We came to the realization that 
plants are the highest expression of selflessness and balance and 
show, by way of example, the approach to social competence. We 
human beings have been given our freedom and have to develop 
these qualities out of our own free will. Michaela emphasized the 
importance of being honest (which relates to ‘opening’), as this is a 
fundamental principle for being socially competent

I have pondered over this review and realized that so much ground 
was covered in one week that it is impossible mention everything. 
The venue was wonderful as we would wind our way on swept 
pathways through a landscape of trees and incredible rock for-
mations. The accommodation was comfortable and the food, 

home-cooked and hearty. The socializing with colleagues from all 
over Africa was a highlight. On behalf of all the delegates I would 
like to thank our hosts, Maaianne, her mother, Anne and all the 
Kufundees for their hospitality and hard work. A big thank you 
to Michaela for carrying the AAAT, as well as the workshop lead-
ers and Julia who did the ‘spadework’ travelling through Africa, in-
spiring delegates to attend. Our hosts requested that The Act of 
Consecration of Man be celebrated at Kufunda. Thank you to Kine 
and Richard for the seven early morning services.

The AAAT torch is being carried to Dar Es Salaam and the next con-
ference will be hosted by our Tanzanian friends from August 30th 
– September 6th 2020. Please save the date and I look forward to 
seeing you there.

Rowena Bell
Delegate from South Africa
21 September 2019

The second module of AAAT was hosted by Kufunda Village in 
Zimbabwe from 27 August to 03 September. Kufunda is a community 
located on the outskirts of Harare who seek to live by ecological and 
sustainable principles. The village was an ideal venue, offering all that 
was needed for the conference. Our hosts were abuzz with prepa-
rations and the conference was opened in the ‘new school’ which 
had just been completed. This spacious, thatched building was able 
to accommodate the 113 delegates who came from all over Africa 
and even further afield. The countries represented were as follows: 
Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Germany, Kenya, Namibia, South Africa, 
Switzerland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe. Of those, 52 delegates 
were Zimbabweans! 

The day began by gathering in the hall for the verse spoken by 
Maaianne in English and contributions in other African languag-
es too. This was followed by a refreshing eurythmy session given by 
Cobie. We were led on a vast journey through the vowels and conso-
nants, and then onto the moving planets and even further afield to 
the regal zodiac. Appreciation was shown by the good attendance! 
The remainder of the morning was dedicated to nature observation 
and a text study of the first chapter of ‘Knowledge of Higher Worlds’ 
by Rudolf Steiner. The delegates were divided into 13 groups and this 
module we observed the seven life processes in relation to the plant 
kingdom. Daily, we progressed from observing opening (germinat-
ing), adapting, nourishing, secreting, maintaining, growing and finally 
to reproducing. Zimbabwe is thirsting for rain and in these drought 

Further Reflections 
on the AAAT 
by Aletta Venter

a South African BD Farmer 

This is the 2nd year that this training is taking place. Last year we 
were in Kenya and now we were at the Kufunda Learning Village 
just outside of Harare in Zimbabwe. Beautiful African bush, rustic 
eco-village that hosted the 113 participants, with one hardly real-
ising that there are so many people there. Given the fact that the 
main power supply went off for almost 2 days, the local team did 
a splendid job to keep us all fed and watered. What a warm wel-
come we had.

The program followed the same pattern as last year, with inten-
sive meditative work in the morning and active workshops in the 
afternoon, rounded off with a stimulating lecture by Micheala 
Glöckner in the evening. Full days stretching one to your limit. 
There were 7 different workshops to choose from, ranging from 
Biodynamic Farming, Economics, Waldorf Education, Storytelling 
to the Festivals of the Year and Anthroposophical Medicine as 
well as children with special needs. At the end of each day one  
participant from each activity during the day, reported to the 
whole group their experience, so that even if you could not at-
tend all these workshops, you got a glimpse of what was offered  
and learnt. 
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The theme for this year’s study was the 7 Life Processes as we find 
them in nature and in ourselves. We did an observation on plants in 
the morning and then read some paragraphs from Knowledge of the 
Higher Worlds, always bringing back what we see, feel and experi-
ence to how it relates to our life as individuals as well as how it lives in 
our relationships with others. I found it particular interesting to hear 
how these life processes can be used to diagnose trouble in a social 
organism and what is then required to address this trouble. Micheala 
explained it as follows:

She also pointed that people exhibiting psychological disorders are 
in fact messengers indicating that there is some disturbances in the 
social life in which this individual finds him/herself.

Another interesting concept that was dealt with quite extensively is 
how our thoughts create our reality. Thoughts >>Ideas>>becoming 
and Ideal when intent is added>>>>leading to Action when a deci-
sion is made. In the workshop on Economics this process was also 
deeply discussed and used to demonstrate that by changing the 
way we think about our lives, we can actually change the way we 
organize our societies. David Wertheim Aymes, who led this work-
shop, designed board game called Evolutionize, which captivat-
ed the participants. A fun way to learn what the Threefold Social 
Commonwealth is all about. I highly recommend this game.

This week is always so intense that it is hard to describe the riches 
that one comes away with, but there were three concepts/state-
ments that struck me particularly:

• The Hindu word for “human” is the same as “seed of the spirit”

• Honesty is the foundation of all human values.

• Without love, understanding is impossible and without under-
standing there can be no forgiveness.

Eurythmy as a 
Creative and 
Healing Force 
in the Face of 
Today’s Digital 

Challenges  
2 – 5 October, Cape Town

This was the theme of this year’s annual eurythmy 
conference, where more than thirty eurythmists found 
themselves together, for the conference ran con-
currently with the second module of the Eurythmy 
Therapy Training. This enabled such rich contribu-
tions to the theme from two of the therapy trainers; 
Dr Donald Palmer (New Zealand) and Patries Orange. 
Helga Daniel too, from Holland, brought her profound 
experiences in the realm of pedagogy to the theme. 

Our community can be deeply grateful for the ded-
ication and striving that can be experienced within 
the circle of eurythmists within our town and coun-
try. Michelle Kaplan, Julia O’Leary, Christiane Janowski, 
Cobie Roelvert and Jody Terblanche need to be ac-
knowledged for their careful planning and holding of 
this remarkable time for eurythmy.
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Artificial 
Intelligence,  
5G and 
everything else 
How can we protect/save/
strengthen our humanity in 

Ahriman’s world?
5G and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are coming. Should we be afraid of it 
or embrace it?

There is general agreement, that these technologies, together with 
plenty of other developments, will bring major changes to our lives 
and our societies. But there is a huge discrepancy between enthusias-
tic supporters and those, who predict grave health risks and even the 
collapse of civilization.

I wanted to know, and so I set out on a journey into the vast amount 
of conflicting information, to try and make sense of it. First of all: what 
does 5g actually mean? It stands for 5th Generation cell phone tech-
nology, following on the 3G and 4G we currently use. In our media, 
we find mostly articles enthusing about the fantastic new possibilities, 
which are centered around the ability to transfer far more informa-
tion (data) with the use of higher frequencies. Here some examples of 
what will be possible:

• Self-driving cars

• Download our favourite videos in a fraction of the time

• Virtual reality: remote medical operations, virtual travelling, 
viewing property

• Augmented reality, e.g. glasses for soldiers or tourists, which 
show relevant information as you move along

• The Internet of Things (IoT): everything will be connected. Our 
fridge with the supermarket, our cell phone with baby nappies 
and with the stove and the blinds.... More interesting will be the 
industrial applications, where machines and robots can com-
municate directly with each other. 

On the other side there is a long list of health risks, as the “Scientific 
American”  recently wrote on its blog:

Effects include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase 
in harmful free radicals, genetic damages, structural and 

functional changes of the reproductive system, learning and 
memory deficits, neurological disorders, and negative im-
pacts on general well-being in humans. Damage goes well 
beyond the human race, as there is growing evidence of 
harmful effects to both plant and animal life.”

Autism and ADHD are also among probable effects.

Many people dismiss these health concerns as overblown and 
based on “pseudoscience”. Who is right? If the critics are right, then 
we should really be very concerned about our future. But then the 
governments and other authorities would surely raise the alarm and 
stop the role-out of 5g?

To find the answer i spent many, many hours researching the top-
ic. To understand the contradiction between supporters and crit-
ics we must understand some basic properties of the so-called 
Electromagnetic spectrum. Many forms of radiation share funda-
mental properties (like speed and the ability to travel through emp-
ty space) with our visible light.

(Rudolf Steiner warned, that these common properties do not mean 
light is just another part of this spectrum – in its being it is funda-
mentally different. But this is another topic).

On the right side of light, we see radiation of a shorter wavelength: 
UV, x-rays. They are dangerous because they are ionizing, which 
means they electrically charge matter, which is harmful to the body. 
The radiation on the left-hand side is regarded as harmless, because 
it does not create ions (electrically charged matter), unless it is so 
strong, that it heats the object up like a microwave oven. At least 
that was the traditional understanding. And a limit was set for max-
imum exposure, which would protect our bodies from being heat-
ed up. This limit is rather high in the US and the European Union, in 
China, Italy and Switzerland the limit is 100 times lower than in the 
US, and in Russia it is even 500 times lower! 

But the research of the last decades – a lot of it in Russia - shows 
that microwaves and radio waves have definitely an effect on all liv-
ing beings, far below the above thresholds. We know for example, 
that people living within 300m of a cell tower have an increased risk 
of cancer.

So, that is where the current disagreements come from: 
Representatives of the industry (and governments) maintain, that 
even the cell phone masts for 5G will not increase the level of expo-
sure beyond the old limits and should therefore be harmless. Critics 
point out, that hundreds of research papers have demonstrated, 
that radiation far below this level has adverse effects on living or-
ganisms. The Scientific American cannot be accused of pseudosci-
ence, and the headline of their blog of 17 October reads: We Have 
No Reason to Believe 5G Is Safe. And continues: The technology is 
coming, but contrary to what some people say, there could be 
health risks.... since the FCC [Federal Communications Commission] 
adopted these limits based largely on research from the 1980s, the 
preponderance of peer-reviewed research, more than 500 studies, 
have found harmful biologic or health effects from exposure to RFR 
at intensities too low to cause significant heating.

Citing this large body of research, more than 240 scientists who 
have published peer-reviewed research on the biologic and 
health effects of nonionizing electromagnetic fields (EMF) signed  
the International EMF Scientist Appeal, which calls for stronger ex-
posure limits.

The Centre for Ethics at the famous Harvard University called the FCC, 
which regulates the telecommunications industry in the US, an agen-
cy captured by the industry it is meant to regulate!

Of the vast amount of research I just want to mention two interesting 
examples:

• The phenomenon of electrosensitivity. Some people get sick 
(nausea, headache, sleeplessness, exhaustion) from exposure 
to weak electomagnetic (EM) fields, others don’t. In Germany 
the medical profession and the insurance companies recognize 
electro hypersensitivity as a disease, but the government denies 
such a disease exists! This strange paradox is a clear example of 
state capture – by the industry!

• There is the story of Mount Nardi in the Nightcap National Park 
in Australia. For decades there were Radio transmitters oper-
ating. Until around 2002 animals in the area did not take much 
note of it. But then digital broadcasting was introduced, for pay 
TV and 3G networks. In a meticulous report Australian botanist 
Mark Broomhall documents the exodus of species from the 
Mount Nardi area. And then, when the power of the towers had 
to be switched off for three days for maintenance, the animals 
returned – temporarily! This demonstrates clearly the impor-
tance of the quality (pulsed!) of the radiation as opposed to 
only measure the power as is done at present.

All this research happened before 5G. So, what’s new? The industry 
says: just higher frequencies and higher speed for data transfer. And 
because the radiation is below the level of frying our brain, we need 
not worry! This is obviously still based on the old limits and does not 
take into account newer research. Some especially worrying new 
trends are the following:

• A new study found that about 30% of the British population is 
weakly electrosensitive.  It estimates that over the next 10 to 20 
years these people will show symptoms of various diseases.

• The Blue Cross Blue Shield health insurance association reports 
that millennials – the first generation to grow up using cell 
phones – are experiencing an unprecedented decline in their 
health when they reach their late 20s. (Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Association is a federation of 36 separate United States health 

insurance organizations and companies, providing health insur-
ance to more than 106 million people)

So we can expect that over the next years people will be more ex-
hausted, have more cancer, more auto-immune diseases, until the re-
sistance against 5G and other radiation is big enough to roll it back, 
like happened in the case of smoking or asbestos. Not such a great 
perspective!

The Bigger Picture

We should not look at 5G in isolation. It is very much part of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution, which we can read about a lot in the pa-
pers these days. Let us have a look at it together with the previous 
three.  

• First: 1760 – 1900: Steam Power.

• Second: 1900 - 1960: electricity and internal combustion engine  
(cars, aeroplanes)

• Third: 1960 – 2000: Computers, Automation of processes in 
factories

• Fourth: 2000 - ???: universal connectivity (Internet, Internet of 
things, 5G), 

3d printing & bio-printing, artificial intelligence, genetic engineering, 
stem-cell technologies, nanotechnology, virtual reality. 

What impact did these developments have? First of all an increasing 
destruction and exploitation of nature. We just have to remember 
how romantic poets and painters were shocked by the first big coal 
mines and factories in England! At the same time it increasingly alien-
ated us from nature.

And for us humans these developments made our lives much easi-
er. The first and second revolution relieved us of hard physical work, 
allowed us to travel and communicate fast. The third increased our 
intellectual capacities through computers dramatically. And in the 
fourth machines are even becoming increasingly able to take deci-
sions on their own. These are great advancements, giving us enor-
mous possibilities, and we will not go back to previous times.

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/5g-is-coming-how-worried-should-we-be-about-the-health-risks/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19CbWmdGTnnW1iZ9pxlxq1ssAdYl3Eur3/view
https://emfscientist.org/
https://www.bcbs.com/sites/default/files/file-attachments/health-of-america-report/HOA-Millennial_Health_0.pdf
https://www.bcbs.com/sites/default/files/file-attachments/health-of-america-report/HOA-Millennial_Health_0.pdf
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But they come at a price. As life becomes easier for us, we also tend 
to become weaker. How many things we did with our hands! From 
hard physical work to the crafts and the knitting, spinning, crocheting! 
How much did we walk before we had cars! And now our students 
will use a calculator for the easiest calculations! Reading maps when 
you can use a navigator instead? Reading books when you can watch 
videos on your area of interest? Writing essays when you can copy 
and paste from the internet (very common among highschool stu-
dents!)? Writing when you can just speak your text into the computer?

Skills are getting lost at a fast pace. And now machines are even tak-
ing decisions. More than 90% of trading at stock exchanges is today 
done by machines. Financial and medical consultations will be done 
by robots.

We can also say: First machines took over our will activities, then our 
head forces. And what about our feeling? With the Third Revolution 
came the electronic entertainment. People choose the way to feel by 
choosing the music they listen to. Especially, but not only, the young-
er generation has abolished silence from their lives. Millions of people 
cry and laugh at the same time, watching the same soapies. We  allow 
our feelings to be manipulated by electronic media.

There is an interesting example of how powerful they are. A few 
months ago, 57 million people tuned in (via the internet) to watch 
the final round of a professional video game tournament. It was won 
by a 16-year-old boy. He received a prize money of a cool 3 Million 
Dollar, or about 45 million Rand. That’s more than golf legend Tiger 
Woods gets for winning a prestigious golf tournament! Video gam-
ing has become hugely popular. Over the last 12 months a total of 50 
billion hours of gaming content was watched on You Tube, 200 mil-
lion watch others playing games every single day! Watched, not even 
played! What an incredible waste of time and human potential!

Our three soul faculties are being taken over to a high degree by ma-
chines. And what about our most precious, most inner core, the I? The 
place where we connect to our heart forces to take decisions? More 
and more machines take also the decisions away from us. And when 
the Internet of Things comes, together with Artificial Intelligence, 
self driving cars and other “intelligent” machines, when all the ma-
chines around us communicate with each other directly, when they 
even take decisions on behalf of us – then we will feel increasingly 
powerless. We will live in a world of automated processes which we 
will hardly understand any more. We will rage when machines deny 
our reasonable requests, because they fall outside of their pre-pro-
grammed logic. And common sense is already more and more dis-
appearing from our world, where even humans act increasingly in a 
digital either-or, black or white, yes or no mode.

We will feel like strangers in a cold and soulless world we ourselves 
have created. We will live in Ahriman’s world. 

So, what hope do we have? We have to engage in the battle for the 
future of humankind, a battle not fought with bombs or other weap-
ons, a spiritual battle. We need to strengthen our humanity, we need 
to strengthen what makes us truly human and cannot be taken away 
by machines.

First of all, we must not be afraid. Fear is part of Ahriman’s realm. We 
must remember, that since the end of the 19th Century, the spiritual 
world has again opened up to us. They are waiting for us to approach 
them for help.

Then we need to strengthen our soul forces, not surrender them 
passively to machines. Studying, not just reading Rudolf Steiner’s 
work strengthens our thinking. Why do so many people find 
Steiner’s books hard to read? Because he challenges us to activate 
our thinking beyond its everyday level. 

And once we really study, feelings start to arise. Feelings created 
through our own activity, not manipulated from the outside. And 
the necessary concentration strengthens our will.

We need to become aware of the addictive force of the various 
screens. They tend to sap our will. Once we switch on the TV, go to 
the internet or to Facebook, there is so much that catches our inter-
est, that we tend to forget our intentions, we get hooked.

Interest in the world, appreciating the beauty of nature around 
us, empathy with all living beings, using our senses and common 
sense, cultivate our creativity – all these areas are alien to machines. 
Eurythmy is a great gift to mankind for our survival in Ahriman’s 
world, as it connects our soul with our body through soul-filled 
movements.

On 22. March 1909 Rudolf Steiner talked about the help the spiritual 
world gave humankind to overcome Ahriman. (GA 107). And this 
help is Karma! While Ahriman’s world is cold, dominated by death 
forces, isolating people from each other – karma will create condi-
tions, perhaps through illness and suffering, where our heart forc-
es will overcome the cold. While Ahriman tends to isolate us, Karma 
connects us. To become conscious, how karmic forces work in our 
lives, is already a remedy against his power.

There is the beautiful Grimm’s fairy tale of the Two Brothers. One 
stays behind, while the other goes out into the world. He leaves be-
hind a sword. If it becomes rusty, he will be in need of help. When 
this happens, the second brother goes searching for him and finds 
him, together with others, turned into stone by an evil witch. – We 
are the brother who ventured into the world, and we all are to some 
extent bewitched by the ahrimanic power. But we have a “brother” 
in the spiritual world, ready to assist us when we call on him.

Some references:
If you want to read some comprehensive scientific research on the 
dangers of microwave (5G) radiation: 5G Risk, the scientific perspec-
tive. ( A short article in the Scientific American Blog of 17.October 
2019. Report detailing the exodus of species from the Mt. Nardi area 
of the Nightcap National Park World Heritage Area during a 15-year 
period (2000-2015.)

I can email any of those to interested parties. Then there are also es-
pecially interesting videos on Youtube:

5g Apocalypse: the beginning and end are a bit too gloomy, 
but otherwise well researched with lots of interesting facts and 
interviews

videos on the robot Sophia, giving an idea of what humanoid ro-
bot.s are already capable of

Anthroposophy 
at the Hand 
of The New 
Mysteries’
Reflections on the talk given 

by Michael Merle at Sophia 

House on 06/09/2019.
A ‘mystery’ challenges us, wakes us up in a profound way. Not only 
does it conjure up the enticing realities of the unknown, but it also 
galvanises the imagination with the prospects of discovery and the 
enigma of dormant insights that we carry in our thoughts from dai-
ly encounters with the majesty and open secrets of nature and the 
human condition. Mysteries colour and enrich our world, encourag-
ing us evermore to embrace the ‘now moment’ with our awaken-
ing presence; our quest to unravel the riddles and conundrums that 
point to the deep purpose of our lives and the dynamics of world 
events.

Michael Merle’s talk on the New Mysteries contextualised the un-
folding possibilities of what we can realise about our current con-
sciousness; addressed the shift that this had taken from ancient 
times to the present, and recognised Anthroposophy as the path 
that would most readily aid us with the insights that we need. 
Behind this he carefully documented the influences and roles 
played by the spiritual world, focused on the ever present deeds of 
the Christ being, guiding the creative force of human incarnation 
as a being of the earth, and the transformations necessary through 
the initiation processes to fulfil this experience of the earthly life.

In the ‘Old Mysteries’ the focus is on ‘Creation’; the materialisation 
of the earth substance in concert with the formation of the physi-
cal human body. This recalls the ‘Earth phases’ from Saturn and Sun 
to Moon and Earth, driven by the spiritual world, and ending in the 
Lemurian earth epoch. Adam, the first human being, goes to sleep 
and awakens to a new earthly reality, a process reflected in the lat-
er initiation process of the ‘temple sleep’, as well as the calling of 
Lazarus and the opening of the eyes. What follows is a transforma-
tion into the New Mystery realm through the water (Archangels) 

and air (Angels) processes into the Atlantean epoch. Now, through the 
pre-earthly ‘Deeds of Christ’ human beings realise their uprightness 
and the power of speech. Christ also enters the being of the Nathan 
child in preparation of Christ’s incarnation and living in the physical 
body, and the influence of the Elohim, the spirits of form, nourish the 
earthly experience.

With the ‘New Mysteries’ the focus shifts to the ‘Resurrection’ process. 
Now the power of thought through speech now enables the awak-
ening of individual consciousness, during this the ‘Consciousness Soul 
Age”. The past Mysteies were only available to a chosen few and al-
ways guided by a Hierophant. Now it is possible for any human being, 
through their own process’ of enlivened thinking, along with the har-
monising and strengthening of their 3 soul forces, thinking, feeling and 
willing, to achieve initiation. This process will ultimately lead to the ca-
pacity to think about thinking; to enlist the medium of both body and 
soul into the experience of thinking.

All this realisation can be brought about through Rudolf Steiner’s 
guidelines on the path towards higher knowledge, together with a 
study of the significance of the Gospels, especially St John, and the 
symbolic experience of the Eucharist. Michael also referred to several 
lectures given by Steiner in 1922, and especially reference to Goethe’s 
World Conception. Through the redeeming of the ego, and the incor-
poration of this into interpersonal thinking, the human ‘I’ will be able to 
take on the forces of Christ.

Howard Dobson
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Those of us who were fortunate enough to experience the Talk/
Demonstration by Michelle Kaplan on ‘The Wonder of the Word’ 
were treated to an entire circumnavigation of the Universe in all its 
cosmic and historical essence.  

The entire universe is contained within the Word, and because of 
her training and experience in Eurythmy and Speech formation she 
could bring so much of this ‘mind-boggling’ complexity into lan-
guage we could understand. Using very well explained and col-
our-filled flip-charts which revealed ‘everything’.

By means of speech and gestures she enlivened the journey of 
the evolution of the earth from Ancient Saturn until our techno-
logical world and even onwards. This included the workings of the 
Hierarchies in the Planetary Epochs and in the human being as lan-
guage developed through evolution. She then took us on a sound/
speech journey to experience this.

The Larynx is the Womb of the Word and she brought the image that 
Rudolf Steiner gives us of the larynx being the organ of reproduction 
of the future and that today, when we listen to speech, our larynx, 
with our etheric body, imitates the movements of the sounds eurth-
mically that we are hearing. 

She showed the development of sounds through the epochs and 
their relationships to the consciousness developing within the hu-
man being.

We ended with the verse by Rudolf Steiner ‘The Stars Spake Once to 
Man’ which now took on a new and deeper meaning for us all.

Our responsibility is to lose the power to wound with our words, 
think before we speak, and to embrace all we utter with the forces of 
Goodness and Love.

We soaked up this event with our whole beings – drenched 
by the Word. We felt reconstituted for as Novalis wrote: 

“Poetry is the healing for the wounds caused 
  by the intellect” Novalis

Thank you, Michelle, for enriching us with your magnificently pre-
pared presentation. And to those who weren’t there. you really 
missed out!

Estelle Bryer

Michelle Kaplan is trained in the arts of Eurythmy (Visible Speech) 
and Creative Speech Formation (Sprachgestaltung). She has per-
formed and taught both locally and internationally and was a mem-
ber of the Goetheanum Stage Group in Dornach, Switzerland. At 
present, she teaches at the Centre for Creative Education in the Kairos 
Eurythmy Training (BA) and in the Bachelor of Education and Early 
Childhood Departments.

The Wonder of 
the Word 
Wisdom-filled Light, Love  

and Life 
25 August 2019 at Sophia House

Looking ahead 
to events in 

2020 
School of Spiritual Science 
Country-wide Annual 

Conference 9 – 12 January
The Rose Windows – the Mysteries of  
Waking and Sleeping 

 For information on what it is to become a member of the  
School of Spiritual Science please open this link:  
http://www.aswc.org.za/school.html, or please speak with  
Caroline Hurner

Claus-Peter Röh
Claus-Peter will visit Cape Town in January and on the 14th and 15th 
he will give two evening talks extending into participatory work. 

“Developing a New, Living Quality of Thinking”

In this theme he will deal with our Time Spirit and the acute de-
mands made by Rudolf Steiner to develop this new faculty, or the fu-
ture development of humanity, and especially of the social realm, he 
said, will sink further into ‘bad waters’. 

Claus-Peter will become one of three leading the General 
Anthroposophical Section from Easter 2020. He will primarily be in 
charge of the work of the First Class of the School of Spiritual Science 
and will gradually reduce and hand over his present activities in the 
Pedagogical Section.

Troels Ussing 
Troels will visit Cape Town in February and on Friday evening 28th 
and Saturday 29th gives a workshop with the theme

“To Awaken in the Etheric Realm” 

Our time is calling for a  new  understanding of what it means to 
be human and how to handle many of the big questions of the 
world in a moral way. We cannot live in the world of today as it is. 
This new can only arise  within the human soul.

Human beings of our time carry the potential to awaken in the 
etheric realm and Rudolf Steiner suggested practical exercises to en-
ter this realm in nature and in the social life.

• How can we work with these new etheric forces? 

• How can we create individual  ideals that lead into a  
human future?  

Troels was a Waldorf teacher in Denmark for many years. He is cur-
rently the chairman of the Anthroposophical Society in Denmark. 
He has throughout many years been part of the East African 
Waldorf Association. He works intensively giving courses and work-
shops with spiritual science.

Troels Ussing

Claus-Peter Röh

http://www.aswc.org.za/school.html
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Extracts from 
a Christmas 
Lecture 
23 Dec 1920 

by Rudolf Steiner

My dear friends, there is something in the 

depths of man’s heart that speaks of noth-

ing else than of what is purely human and 

dissolves all differences. And it is just within 

these depths that we find the Christ  and the 

Christmas Mysteries.  

My dear friends, our hearts and minds, can look in a new way on 
the course of the world. Just as the shepherds came to spiritual 
vision in their inner world, we must come to a spiritual vision in 
nature. And on the other side we must come to an astronomy in-
wardly, so that by the inner powers of vision we may awaken the 
course of the world that leads through the Saturn, Sun, Moon, 
Earth, Jupiter, Venus and Vulcan periods. An astronomy from with-
in where formerly there was an external astronomy.

 If we can deepen what today is so unspiritual in our observation 
of nature, if on the other side we can render creative what today 
is so prosaically experienced in mere mathematical and geomet-
rical pictures, if we can raise mathematics again through inner ex-
perience to that glory which the ancient astronomy had. Then, 
through piety in outer observation of nature and through a loving 
pursuit of world-events with our hearts, we shall again find the 
way to the Christmas Mystery. Just as the shepherds of the field 
through inner piety and the Magi from the East through an outer 
wisdom found their way to the crib.

We need to have again in a new form that which led on the one 
hand the shepherds of the field, and on the other hand the Magi 
of the East to find the way to Christ. In other words we need to 
deepen our external perception of nature through what the heart 
can develop as spiritual perception of nature. We must learn once 
again out of the piety of the human heart to approach all that to 
which in modern times the microscope, telescope, roentgen-rays 
apparatus and such instruments are applied. Then will the grow-
ing plant, the rushing stream, the murmuring spring, the light-
ning and thunder from the clouds, not merely speak to us in an 
indifferent way. There will speak to us from the flowers of the 
field, from the lightning and thunder of the clouds, from the shin-
ing stars and the radiant sun, there will, as it were, stream into our 
eyes and into our hearts, as the result of all our observation of na-
ture, words that proclaim nothing else than this: “The divine is re-
vealed in the heights of heaven, and peace shall be among men 
upon earth who are of good will.” The time must come when our 
observation of nature sets itself free from the dry, prosaic, non-hu-
man method pursued in the laboratories and clinics of today. 


